CLONEVAC D-78®
Bursal Disease Vaccine
Live Virus

Product Information
CLONEVAC D-78® is a lyophilized live, cloned intermediate vaccine for the control of infectious bursal disease (IBD) in young chickens. It is approved for use in chickens one day or age or older via spray application or two weeks of age via the drinking water.

Clonevac D-78 contains:
- Cloned D-78 strain of standard IBD virus.

Product Features:
- The D-78 strain of IBD virus is derived from a natural field strain. It has not been attenuated by tissue culture or egg passage.
- Clonevac D-78 is capable of overcoming moderate levels of maternal antibody to induce strong, early protection.
- Induces the strongest antibody response of any standard strain intermediate IBD vaccine.
- Produces minimal damage to the bursa.
- Protects the lymphoid system.
- Safe to use in chickens at one day of age.
- Cloned to ensure consistent protection from serial to serial.
Indications for Use:
Clonevac D-78® is indicated for the vaccination of chickens at one day of age or older for the prevention of infectious bursal disease. It may also serve as a live virus primer of replacement pullets for subsequent vaccination with inactivated IBD vaccine.

Dosage and Administration:
The time of administration should be determined by the degree of infectious bursal disease (IBD) exposure, level of IBDV maternal antibodies and the current management procedures. Clonevac D-78 is approved for use via coarse spray at one day of age and via spray or drinking water as a field boost in older chickens.

Vaccination:
The best protection is obtained when the vaccinated chickens have time to develop immunity prior to exposure to IBD virus. Good management practices are recommended to reduce the exposure to this virus for at least 3 weeks following vaccination.

Cautions:
1. Refer to the package insert for specific directions.
2. Vaccinate only healthy birds.
3. All susceptible birds on the same premises should be vaccinated at the same time.
4. Do not dilute the vaccine or otherwise stretch the dosage of the vaccine.
5. Use entire contents of the vial when first opened.
6. Do not vaccinate chickens within 21 days of slaughter.

How Supplied | Product Code | Cap Color Code
---|---|---
10 x 2,000 dose vials | G-11-2 |
10 x 10,000 dose vials | G-11-10 |
10 x 25,000 dose vials | G-11-25 |